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WordPress 3 Plugin Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	By picking up this book, there's a good chance that you fall into one of two categories: an existing WordPress user / hobbyist programmer who is interested in building your own plugins for the platform, or a seasoned developer who is new to WordPress and need to complete a project for a client.


	In either case, this book is...
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Electronic Circuits for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2004
FROM CIRCUIT FAINT HEART TO CIRCUIT LION HEART IN 57 EASY AND FUN LESSONS  

  Featuring everything an electronics hobbyist could want to learn about circuits and circuit design, Dave Cutcher's Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius makes it fun to achieve genuine mastery, one simple lesson at a time. What's...
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Premiere Elements for Windows (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2004
Just because you don't work for a major production house and you don't plan to add Star Wars style special effects to your latest movie project doesn't mean you don't want to do interesting things with the video you've shot. Now, with Adobe's first consumer-level video editing software you can-and at $99, you won't spend an arm and a leg to do so!...
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Game Programming All in OnePremier Press, 2002
When combined with Visual C++, Game Programming All in One provides everything you need to get started as a game developer. Divided into increasingly advanced sections, it covers the most important elements of game development. Less experienced developers can start with the basics of C++ programming and can test their skills by developing two...
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Building Valve Amplifiers, Second EditionNewnes, 2014

	Building Valve Amplifiers is a unique hands-on guide for anyone working with tube audio equipment--as an electronics hobbyist, audiophile or audio engineer. This 2nd Edition builds on the success of the first with technology and technique revisions throughout and, significantly, a major new self-build project, worked through...
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Hardware Hacking Projects for GeeksO'Reilly, 2003

	Put a hacker in a room with a Furby for a weekend and you'll hear a conversation that's fairly one-sided in its originality. Toss in an 802.11b network card, a soldering iron, wire cutters, a logic probe, and a few other carefully selected tools and materials and you'll have potential. Add a copy of Hardware Hacking Projects for...
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Traktor DJ Studio Ignite!: The Visual Guide for New Users (Ignite!)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Here is your introduction to the fundamentals of one of Native Instruments's most popular software products, Traktor DJ Studio. Whether you're a new user of Traktor DJ, a new hobbyist DJ, or a professional with little digital experience, this book provides step-by-step instructions with many visuals to guide you through the basics of this powerful...
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Practical Arduino EngineeringApress, 2011

	Arduino boards have impressed both hackers and professional engineers. Whether you're a hobbyist or a professional, it isn't just a breadboard and a hazy idea that keeps you going. It's essential to institute a proper design, device instrumentation and, indeed, test your project thoroughly before committing to a...
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Decompiling AndroidApress, 2012

	Decompiling Android looks at the the reason why Android apps can be decompiled to recover their source code, what it means to Android developers and how you can protect your code from prying eyes. This is also a good way to see how good and bad Android apps are constructed and how to learn from them in building your own apps.
...
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Learning Robotics using Python: Design, simulate, program, and prototype an autonomous mobile robot using ROS, OpenCV, PCL, and Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design, simulate, and program interactive robots 

	
		Key Features

		
			Design, simulate, build, and program an interactive autonomous mobile robot
	
			Leverage the power of ROS, Gazebo, and Python to enhance your robotic skills
	
			A hands-on guide to creating an...
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Electronics DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004
SHOCK YOURSELF BY LEARNING ELECTRONICS
Now anyone with an interest in electronics can master it„oby reading this book. In Electronics Demystified, best-selling science and math writer Stan Gibilisco provides an effective and painless way to understand the electronics that power so much of modern life.     

With Electronics...
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Book of NumbersChartwell Books, 2009

	This book, more than any other I’ve written up to this point in my life, was a labor of love. It allowed me to combine the knowledge and experience of two careers (over a decade in government and law enforcement, and close to another decade in the computer field, encompassing almost 20 years of working with computers as a hobbyist).When...
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